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We really appreciate and thank the reviewers for the comments and corrections. We are 1	  
in agreement with almost all the suggestions and thus, they have been taken into account in the 2	  
revised version. Reviewer’s comments (in bold) and our answers below. After that, manuscript 3	  
with tracked changes is provided. It should be noted that the original structure of the manuscript 4	  
submitted to the open discussion process has been modified due that Age model development 5	  
Section (old Section 4) is shown now in the Supplementary Information (Section 1). 6	  
 7	  

 8	  
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS OF ANONYMOUS REFEREE #1 9	  

 10	  
 11	  

 12	  
1. About sample heterogeneity and representativity of reconstructed signals the E-P 13	  
balance was estimated by correcting temperature effect on G. bulloides δ18O with Mg/Ca-14	  
SST obtained on the same organism. However, the samples for Mg/Ca and δ18O 15	  
measurements were separately prepared although it could be possible to crush, 16	  
homogenise and mechanically clean test fragments before splitting for Mg/Ca and δ18O 17	  
analysis. Taking into account the small variability of signals, what would be the size of 18	  
uncertainty related to sample heterogeneity? 19	  

 20	  
-Specimens for Mg/Ca and δ18O measurements were picked together from a very 21	  

restrictive size range (250-355 microns) but then crushed and cleaned separately, this is now 22	  
better described in the Section 3.5 of the manuscript. Certainly, both Mg/Ca and δ18O values can 23	  
be size-dependent (Elderfield et al., 2002) but this effect can be minimized when the picking is 24	  
performed within a narrow size range. Reported δ18O and Mg/Ca data in G. bulloides within the 25	  
size fraction of 250-300 microns and 300-355 microns show a range of variability of 0.13‰ and 26	  
0.31 mmol mol-1 respectively. This could potentially be the range of expected sample 27	  
heterogeneity for the analysed samples. Nevertheless, the fact that the picking process for both 28	  
measurements was performed together, within a narrow size fraction, and the samples split later 29	  
in two sub-samples, can minimize the sample heterogeneity derived from selective picking of 30	  
different size fractions during independent picking processes.    31	  

 32	  
 33	  
Since core MR3.1 was splitted into MR3.1A and MR3.1B, and the splitted samples were 34	  
separately analyzed, scatter plot of G. bulloides Mg/Ca, δ18Oc and calculated δ18Osw 35	  
obtained for MR3.1A and MR3.1B will allow evaluating such internal variability. 36	  
 37	  

-This is an interesting suggestion, we have performed this comparison and the obtained 38	  
average of the suggested internal variability has been ±0.09 mmol mol-1 in the Mg/Ca records 39	  
(Figure A1), which is equivalent to approximately <0.15°C and very close to those reported by 40	  
Elderfield et al., (2002). In reference to δ18Oc records and the calculated δ18Osw, averages of the 41	  
obtained differences have been ±0.05 VPDB‰ and ±0.10 SMOW‰, respectively. 42	  
 43	  
 44	  
In relation to the above-mentioned point, it is not clear how core MR3.1A Mg/Ca data 45	  
obtained with the reductive step were converted into SST values. This point should be 46	  
added to the text, and again the scatter plot will provide information on cleaning effect 47	  
and sample heterogeneity.  48	  
 49	  
 -The Mg/Ca decrease of 23% by the reductive step in core MR3.1A was estimated by 50	  
comparison with the obtained Mg/Ca values in MR3.1B no cleaned with the reductive step 51	  
(Figure A1). Therefore, Mg/Ca values in MR3.1A were increased by 23% and then, SSTs were 52	  
calculated following the same calibration than the other cores. This explanation has been added 53	  
in Section 3.5 of the manuscript. 54	  
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 55	  
 56	  
 57	  
 58	  
 59	  
 60	  
 61	  
 62	  
 63	  
 64	  
 65	  
 66	  
 67	  
 68	  
 69	  
 70	  
 71	  
 72	  
 73	  
 74	  
 75	  
 76	  
 77	  
 78	  
Fig. A1: Comparison of Mg/Ca records derived from the two halves of the same core MR3: MR3.1B 79	  
(black triangles), and MR3.1A (blue squares) and MR3.1A after the correction of 23% (red rhombus). 80	  
Vertical bars represent Mg/Ca uncertainties in the reproducibility of each analysis. 81	  
 82	  

 83	  
Besides, the Mg/Ca decrease of 23% by the reductive step is quite large compared to the 84	  
general offset of 8 to 10% (Barker et al., 2003; Yu et al., 2007). Indeed, Pena et al. (2005) 85	  
reported a larger offset but the studied samples contain Mn carbonates with high Mg. 86	  
What would be possible reasons for this strong cleaning effect observed for the Minorca 87	  
samples? 88	  
  89	  

-There is not any exhaustive study about the effect of the reductive step in different 90	  
foraminifera species. Yu et al., (2007) worked with benthic foraminifera and they could 91	  
potentially be more resistant to dissolution. Barker et al (2003) worked with different planktonic 92	  
species reporting and average Mg/Ca lowering of about 15%. Fig. 3 in Barker et al., (2003) 93	  
show that significant differences exist between the considered species but for this part of the 94	  
study, Barker et al. did not include G. bulloides. It could be the case that a species highly porous 95	  
such as G. bulloides would be more sensitive to dissolution. Comments on this have been 96	  
implemented in Section 3.5 of the manuscript. 97	  
 98	  
 99	  
Another way to evaluate the representativity of signals is to compare with Mg/Ca-SST and 100	  
δ18O of G. bulloides, estimated δ18Osw and UK’

37-SST already obtained for the Minorca site 101	  
over the last 2000 years (Moreno et al., 2012). 102	  
These comparisons will allow estimating the size of significant variability. The authors 103	  
may add the related uncertainty of reconstructed signals to the stack records. This will 104	  
help distinguishing robust variability from internal noise and reinforce the interpretation 105	  
developed in discussion section. 106	  
 107	  
 -We do not think that the proposed comparison with Moreno et al., (2012) data could 108	  
necessarily provide information on the representativity of the signal. The data published by 109	  
Moreno et al., (2012) in the Menorca Rise are part of the data set already used in this study. 110	  
Both Mg/Ca and UK’

37 records from that study are incorporated in this manuscript (MIN 1 and 111	  
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2) but chronologies have been improved according to the description in Section 1 of 112	  
Supplementary Information and SST calibrations have been changed to include data from 113	  
Mediterranean core tops (see Section 4.1). Consequently, comparison with Moreno et al., 114	  
(2012) can not provide any further information. We are not sure if it is proposed in here to use 115	  
the actual comparison between different proxies Mg/Ca and UK’

37, to assess the representativity 116	  
of the record. As it is already argued in our manuscript (Sections 4.1 and 4.5) we interpret that 117	  
G. bulloides-Mg/Ca-SST are representative of spring season, consistent with the reported period 118	  
of G. bulloides bloom in the region and with the comparison of our SST reconstructions with a 119	  
oceanographic data compilation of the region (MEDAR GROUP, 2002). In contrast, UK’

37 is 120	  
interpreted to reflect a more annual average biased towards the colder season since 121	  
coccolitophoral productivity in summer is extremely low (see discussion in section 4.5). For this 122	  
reason these two records do not represent the same climatic signal and cannot be used to assess 123	  
the representatively of individual proxies. 124	  
  125	  
2.  About the chronological constrains using geochemical data. The peaks of Mn XRF 126	  
intensity of bulk sediments and of foraminiferal Mn/Ca (not cleaned with a reductive step) 127	  
are expected to be almost synchronous because they both reflect redox state of pore water. 128	  
In contrast, reductively cleaned planktonic foraminiferal Mn/Ca values were used as an 129	  
indicator of seawater Mn concentration in water column where planktonic foraminifer 130	  
calcified (Klinkhammer et al., 2009). Since foraminiferal Mn contents of core MR3.1A 131	  
were obtained with a reductive cleaning, it is not obvious whether the synchronous peaks 132	  
with Mn XRF intensity of bulk sediments are expected (Figure 6, now Figure S5 in 133	  
Supplementary Information). 134	  
It will be interesting to present the foraminiferal Mn concentration as Mn/Ca ratio (Fig. 135	  
6, figure caption and the text) since the value of this ratio would allow distinguishing pore 136	  
water or seawater origin Mn.  137	  
 138	  
 -This is a good observation, since Mn concentration in foraminifera tests after the 139	  
reductive cleaning not necessarily should reflect pore water conditions. This is only the case of 140	  
record MR3.1A. It has to be noted that the selected tie points in this case have mostly been 141	  
defined in base to its pair record, MR3.1B, where reductive cleaning was not applied and 142	  
structures are very similar to those of core MR3.2 measured by XRF scanner. For that reason, 143	  
although some questions can arise on the source of the Mn signal in G. bulloides the pair record 144	  
provides a solid evidence to correlate this core to others. 145	  
 146	  
 147	  
Another concern about the chronological constrains with geochemical data is difference of 148	  
data resolution. The tie points shown in Figure 5  (Mg/Ca-SST) and Figure 6 (Mn) seem to 149	  
be affected by temporal resolution of records (now Figure S4 and S5 in Supplementary 150	  
Information). For instance MR3.1B foraminiferal Mn and bulk sediment XRF Mn peaks 151	  
are not totally synchronous because of different resolution of the records (Fig. 6b). Since 152	  
the initial age constrain was established by Bayesian models, I believe that the authors 153	  
created the coherent age model. However, assessment of age uncertainty will be useful to 154	  
avoid over-interpretation in the future studies. 155	  
  156	  
 -This is also a good observation, chronological error for those cores based on 157	  
stratigraphical tools, will rely in the sedimentation rates and sampling resolution. This is now 158	  
took in account and indicated in a new table prepared for the Supplementary Information (Table 159	  
S4).  160	  
 161	  
 162	  
 163	  
 164	  
 165	  
 166	  
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Minor or specific comments of Anonymous Referee #1 167	  
 168	  

 169	  
Page 14, lines 336-340, about the biostratigraphical constrain. It is necessary to add a 170	  
short explanation why the peak of G. quadrilobatus and G. truncatulinoides (left coiling) 171	  
are expected to be synchronous between Minorca site and southern Tyrrhenian Sea. 172	  
 173	  

-Short explanations about this issue have been included in the Supplementary 174	  
Information (Section 1.2) and are commented in more detail here: 175	  
It is well known that in the Mediterranean area, the planktonic foraminiferal distributions (First 176	  
and Last Occurrence) as well as the acme (short intervals of abundance increasing) and paracme 177	  
(short intervals of abundance decreasing) intervals are isochronous. This is well known for the 178	  
last 23 Myr (i.e., for the Miocene: Di Stefano et al., 2015; Iaccarino et al., 2011; for the 179	  
Calabrian: Maiorano et al., 2010; for the last 370ka: Piva et al., 2008; for the last 30kyr: 180	  
Sprovieri et al., 2003; Melki et al., 2009; Budillon et al., 2009; Rouis-Zargouni et al., 2010; for 181	  
the last millennia: Sprovieri et al., 2003; Lirer et al., 2013; Di Bella et al., 2014). 182	  
In Piva et al., (2008) it is evident that for the last 370 kyr, comparing the Adriatic and the Ionian 183	  
seas, the abundance peaks of Globigerinoides sacculifer (corresponding to the G. quadrilobatus 184	  
gr. in our manuscript) fall in the same short time intervals. The same framework is recorded for 185	  
the Globorotalia truncatulinoides. It means that these short abundance intervals represent 186	  
important events for high-resolution correlation between the Mediterranean. 187	  
Concerning the acme interval of Globigerinoides quadrilobatus, Lirer et al., (2013) documented 188	  
the comparison between Tyrrhenian Sea and Sicily channel. However, if we consider also 189	  
Budillon et al., (2009) from Sardinia channel, this event is well documented also in the central-190	  
western Mediterranean. In addition, if we observe the distribution pattern of the leaving 191	  
planktonic foraminifera reported in Pujol and Vergnaud-Grazzini (1995), it is also evident that 192	  
G. quadrilobatus is present in the entire western Mediterranean (excluding the Gulf of Lion). It 193	  
means that the environmental parameters for this species are present in the western 194	  
Mediterranean. 195	  
Conversely, the abundance peak of Globorotalia truncatulinoides during the Maunder, is 196	  
documented only in the Lirer et al., (2013), because it is very difficult to find a marine record 197	  
with this time interval well preserved and with this high-resolution time constrain. However, as 198	  
reported by Piva et al., (2008), the abundance peaks of G. truncatulinoides during the last 370 199	  
kyr are well documented between Adriatic and Ionian seas. However, for the G. 200	  
truncatulinoides, it is also important to see the geographical distribution map of this species 201	  
reported in Thunell (1978) for the Recent Planktonic Foraminifera in Surface Sediments of the 202	  
Mediterranean Sea. It is evident that this species is present from Balearic Islands to Sicily 203	  
channel. The same information is also documented if we observe the distribution pattern of the 204	  
leaving G. truncatulinoides foraminifera, reported in Pujol and Vergnaud-Grazzini (1995), 205	  
where this species is present in the entire western Mediterranean. 206	  

  207	  
Finally, Geraga et al. (2005) show the possibility to identify the different abundance peaks, 208	  
documented in several planktonic foraminiferal species by Pérez-Folgado et al. (2003) in the 209	  
Alboran Sea, also in the Aegean Sea. 210	  
 211	  
 212	  
Page 33, lines 795-797 and Figure 13 (now Figure 8), about the relationship between δ18Osw 213	  
and NAO. The proposed correlation is not clear with Figure 13. If it is statistically 214	  
significant, modification of δ18Osw stack scale may be necessary. 215	  

 216	  
-The obtained correlations between δ18Osw and NAO are not statistically significant, and 217	  

we did not wanted to claim a high correlation, but we wanted to express that for the last 1000 yr 218	  
a more coherent pattern of low δ18Osw and negative NAO exists. Welch's test results indicate 219	  
that the null hypothesis (difference between means is 0) cannot be discarded for both proxies, at 220	  
5% error level (tobserved = -0.109 < tcritical = 1.960). Although, as the text mentions, the connection 221	  
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between NAO and δ18Osw looks rather complex, other factors could have acted and as it is 222	  
discussed, it does not seem that all NAO- or NAO+ conditions have identical response in the 223	  
Western Mediterranean conditions. This part of the text has now been rephrased to avoid 224	  
confusion in this part. The proposed change in scales have been done to improve the 225	  
comparison. 226	  
 227	  
 228	  
Figure 7 (now Figure 2). The sample with the highest Mg/Ca value is offset from the 229	  
general trend. Which core indicates this data point? 230	  

 231	  
-The highest Mg/Ca value corresponded to core KTB-34. This sample presented a 232	  

significant off set from the rest but any evidence, such as anomalous values of δ18Osw or other 233	  
trace metal ratios (Mn/Ca or Al/Ca) existed to reject it and we decided that it was more honest 234	  
to include it in the data set. However, in order to minimize error of temperature estimates based 235	  
on our G. bulloides calibration for the Western Mediterranean and to improve confidence limits 236	  
of our equation, finally this core has not been taken into account in the new calibration now 237	  
proposed. 238	  
 239	  
 240	  
Table 1. Indicate that Mg/Ca and δ18Oc values are obtained for “G. bulloides” cleaned 241	  
without a reductive step. The unit for δ18O “VPDB‰” should be added. If age control of 242	  
each core-top is available, it is useful to show it. If not, at least indicate corer types in the 243	  
text. 244	  
 245	  

-These suggestions have been incorporated on the Table S4 (Supplementary 246	  
Information). At the end of section 3.1 is indicated that cores used in calibration are multicores. 247	  
And also in section 4.1 more information about them has been incorporated: their core-tops can 248	  
be considered as representative of near or present conditions (Masqué et al., 2003; Cacho et al., 249	  
2006). 250	  
 251	  
 252	  
 253	  

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS OF ANONYMOUS REFEREE #2 254	  
 255	  

 256	  
p. 5449 there are several potential analytical issues here. In particular, correlations 257	  
between Mg/Ca and Al need to be carefully assessed for significance (i.e., P value) rather 258	  
than just rejected based on the R value. If the correlations are significant, then that 259	  
indicates that there is some detrital contribution to Mg/Ca (Barker et al, 2003; Lea et al, 260	  
2005) 261	  
  262	  

-We have re-examined the correlations of Mg/Ca with Al and also Mn and we recognise 263	  
that we did probably underestimate the potential interference of some contamination phases 264	  
since ratios measured in cores MIN1, MR3.1B and MR3.3 presented significant correlations. 265	  
In order to minimize the risk of Mg/Ca-SST overestimations due to detrital/diagenetic 266	  
contamination, a rejection criteria was established, discarding those samples presenting Mn/Ca 267	  
ratios above 0.5 mmmol mol-1 in core MR3.1B although in cores MIN1 and MR3.3 the 268	  
threshold was relaxed to those ratios above >1 mmmol mol-1. The reason for this criteria 269	  
relaxation was the absence of significant correlation (r < 0.28, p-value=0.06) after its 270	  
application. We considered that this was a good compromise to minimize contamination risks 271	  
without a significant lost of sample resolution. In the case of Al/Ca ratios, after the removal of 272	  
the two highest Mg/Ca values in core MR3.1B and those that more contributed to the 273	  
significance in core MIN1 (9 values), obtained correlations were not significant (r < 0.29, p-274	  
value=0.06). This information has been incorporated in the manuscript (Section 3.5). 275	  
 276	  
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Consequently, the Mg/Ca-SST anomaly stack is now different, as can be observed in Figure A2, 277	  
but does not introduce significant changes in the main patterns and structures and therefore, 278	  
neither in the discussion already published during the open Discussion process (Figure A2). 279	  
Some minor modifications have been included in the final text (i.e. quantification of SST 280	  
changes) and the figures but they not have involved significant variations. 281	  
 282	  

 283	  
Fig. A2: Comparison of Mg/Ca-SST anomaly stacks published during Open Discussion (grey squares) 284	  
and after removing with potential contamination problems on trace element data treatment (red triangles).  285	  
 286	  
 287	  
 288	  

*p. 5549 the choice of the Shackleton 1974 paleotemp equation is an odd one, 289	  
because this equation was developed for benthic ff. Some bulloides-specific equations such 290	  
as Bemis et al., 1998 have been developed. The authors should try these or others, as 291	  
appropriate, and justify their final choice. 292	  
 293	  

-We do not consider that this is an odd choice since it is the most used equation in 294	  
similar estimations, nevertheless, referee is very right pointing out that it was developed in base 295	  
to benthic foraminifera but, it actually confirmed the relation-ship with inorganic calcite 296	  
precipitation (Epstein et al., 1953) suggesting very little or null biologic effect in this case. 297	  
Nevertheless we agree with the referee that more recent studies carried on cultured planktonic 298	  
species have shown that, although the slope is rather constant, the intercepts of the equation 299	  
may present differences to some degree depending on the species and also on its size range 300	  
(Bemis et al., 1998).  Following this referee suggestion, we have recalculate the δ18Osw values 301	  
from the core top samples (Table A1) using the regression equations published for culture-302	  
derived Globigerina bulloides  (11-chambered shell equation in Bemis et al., 1998) and those 303	  
resulting from plankton-town G. bulloides collection (Mulitza et al., 2003). The obtained δ18Osw 304	  
values (2.1-1.5 SMOW‰) are higher than those (~1.2 SMOW‰) published by (Pierre 1999) 305	  
based in water measurements from the central-western Mediterranean Sea. In contrast, those 306	  
values previously estimated with the empirical Shackleton (1974) paleotemperature equation 307	  
provide δ18Osw values of 1.0-1.2 SMOW‰ and consequently closer to the present day water 308	  
values. In base to this result we have decided to stay better with our original estimate. Several 309	  
factors may account for this different results but in front of the absence of specific experiments 310	  
using Mediterranean species let us to consider that the more conservative approach using the 311	  
general equation is probably the one more appropriate in this case. A comment on this has been 312	  
added in Section 3.5. 313	  

 314	  
 315	  
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Table A1: δ18Osw calculated according to different paleotemperature equations for core tops from Balears 316	  
(time spanned ~last 50 years). 317	  
 318	  

Core Depth      
(cm) 

δ18Oc 
(VPDB‰) 

Mg/Ca-SST 
(ºC) 

δ18Osw 
(SMOW‰) 
 Shackleton, 

1964 

δ18Osw 
(SMOW‰) 
Bemis et al., 

1998 

δ18Osw 
(SMOW‰) 

Mulitza et al., 
2003 

MIN1 
1 1.2 14.9  1.0 1.9 1.5 
1.5 1.1 16.2  1.2 2.1 1.7 

MIN2 
0.5 1.1 15.3  1.0 1.9 1.5 
1 1.1 15.5  1.1 2.0 1.6 

MR3.1B 0.25 1.3 14.9  1.1 2.0 1.6 

 319	  
 320	  

p. 5454-55 The alignment of the different cores via both Mg/Ca and Mn appears 321	  
somewhat arbitrary; e.g., the peaks in Fig. 5-6 (now Fig. S4-S5 in Supplementary 322	  
Information) could be aligned in a number of different ways. I understand that the authors 323	  
are attempting to develop the best overall chronology for their records, but some added 324	  
discussion about uncertainties in this context would be welcome. For example, how large is 325	  
the effect on the final stacks of the proposed alignments? 326	  

 327	  
-We agree in that alignments could be regarded to some extend arbitrary but, this is the 328	  

reason why a special care has been done in performing the Bayesian age models to make sure 329	  
that any alignment was performed within the uncertainty range of the statistical models. In this 330	  
way we have always kept an objective criterion limiting our arbitrariety selecting structures to 331	  
align. It has to been kept in main that all cores have some absolute age indicator (14C, 332	  
biostratigraphy, Pb or Cs) that anchor the records in some points (within their uncertainties) 333	  
limiting the potential arbitraries in the alignments. There is only one exception to this, core 334	  
MR3.1B for which any absolute age indicator exists, but this section corresponds to the second 335	  
half from core MR3.1A and thus little uncertainties in the alignment of these two sections exist. 336	  
It also probably worth to mention that and independent proof for our alignments was the 337	  
comparison of the alignment on the grain-size record of the same cores. This information was 338	  
removed for this manuscript because it was already too dense of data and it is the matter of an 339	  
independent manuscript. But the coherence of the independent grain-size records after the 340	  
alignment base in independent records give to as an independent objective argument to be 341	  
convinced about the coherent alignment choice. 342	  

Nevertheless, taking in consideration the referee doubts we have perform an exercise of 343	  
producing a different stack taking only the records with the Bayesian age model and before 344	  
performing any alignment between them (Figure A3). The major trends does not differ between 345	  
the two stacks neither the age of the main structures, the main difference is the appearance of 346	  
enhanced climate variability along the Medieval Climate Anomaly, but looking to the records 347	  
that is not reflected by any of them and it results as an artefact of the lack of alignment of some 348	  
of the minor structures, for this reason we believe that the proposed stacks are the best 349	  
expression of the analysed records, they average a total of five records providing a record of the 350	  
most robust trends and oscillations. 351	  
 352	  
 353	  
 354	  
 355	  
 356	  
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 357	  
Fig. A3: Comparison of the Mg/Ca-SST anomaly stack with the final age-model (red triangles) with the 358	  
stack taking only the records with the Bayesian age model (cores MIN1, MIN2 and MR3.3, which have 359	  
absolute dates: 14C and foraminiferal assemblage dates) and before performing any alignment between 360	  
them (black circles). 361	  
 362	  
 363	  
p. 5457: the inference that G. bulloides represents Spring temperatures will be heavily 364	  
influenced by the choice of calibration equations for O18 (see above). How would this 365	  
inference change with a different calibration choice? 366	  
 367	  

-When the G. bulloides specific equations (Bemis et al., 1998; Mulitza et al., 2003) are 368	  
applied to estimate the isotopic temperatures of core top samples the values are about 0.6ºC 369	  
colder or 1ºC warmer, respectively, than those obtained with the Shackleton’s equation. 370	  
Therefore, the resulting temperatures would still be within the present spring conditions but as 371	  
is argued above we have some solid arguments to use the Shackleton’s equation. 372	  
 373	  
 374	  
Along the same lines, how does the derived Mg/Ca calibration equation compare to 375	  
previous ones? Does it agree within uncertainties? 376	  
 377	  

-Several different temperature calibrations exist for G. bulloides-Mg/Ca ratios and in 378	  
some cases they provide very different results when they are applied to our data (Table A3) and 379	  
the differences are far above within the uncertainties, the larger difference is above 13ºC. The 380	  
manuscript does no pretend to make an analysis of the reason for this big calibration 381	  
differences, obviously the approaches are very different and also the source region for the 382	  
calibrated specimens. For that reason it makes a big difference the chosen calibration and we 383	  
believe that the fact that, the used calibration is based on a previous published one reviewed 384	  
after the addition of new data points covering the temperature range of our region, is a solid 385	  
argument to support our choice.  386	  
 387	  
 388	  
p. 5461, difference between UK37’ and Mg/Ca. This difference will also be sensitive to the 389	  
calibration choice for bulloides O18. What do the uncertainties represent? Do the absolute 390	  
values between the two temperature proxies differ according to a t-test? 391	  
 392	  
 -As it has been argued above, we believe that we have solid arguments to justify our 393	  
choice for the G. bulloides δ18O temperature equation and consequently, we are confident that 394	  
this provides the values which better represent the local oceanographic conditions. As it is 395	  
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described above, other choices of δ18O equations applied in the calibration would provide 396	  
slightly different values but this still won’t account for the described differences between the 397	  
Uk’

37 and Mg/Ca records, which differ in the intensity of the SST variability and short term 398	  
oscillations. 399	  
 400	  
The SST uncertainties in the section 4.5 include analytical precision and reproducibility and 401	  
also standard error derived from calibration. Alk-SST uncertainties in this section have been 402	  
estimated to have a mean value of ± 1.1°C, taking into account the standard error of estimation 403	  
(Conte et al., 2006). This is indicated now on the text. 404	  
 405	  
Regarding the proposed t-test: the Mg/Ca-SST and Alk-SST absolute values show a significant 406	  
correlation (r=0.5; p-value=0) but results obtained by means of Welch's test indicate that the 407	  
null hypothesis (means are equal) can be discarded at he 5% error level: tobserved (12.446)>tcritical 408	  
(1.971). 409	  
 410	  
 411	  
Table A3: SST averages obtained from the 10 core top samples from the central-western Mediterranean 412	  
Sea used in this study after applying the different published G. bulloides temperature calibrations and 413	  
compared to the our study’s calibration. 414	  
 415	  

Mg/Ca = A exp (B * SST) A B Core top SST 
average (ºC) 

Mashiotta et al., (1999) 0.474 0.107 21.7 

Lea et al., (1999) 0.53 0.1 19.4 

Elderfield and Ganssen (2000) 0.56 0.1 18.6 

Anand et al., (2003) 0.81 0.081 12.1 

McConnell and Thunell (2005) 1.2 0.057   6.3 

Cléroux et al., (2008) 0.78 0.082 12.6 

Thornalley, Elderfield and McCave (2009) 0.794 0.1 15.1 

Patton et al., (2011) 0.97 0.066   8.7 

This study 0.7045 0.0939 15.3 
 416	  
 417	  
 418	  
p. 5462 (lines 20-23): (in reference to the Mg/Ca-SST and Uk37-SST comparison) it might 419	  
also represent inadequacies in the data treatment and chronology. I suggest the authors 420	  
consider multiple hypotheses to explain this difference. 421	  
 422	  

-As described above, Mg/Ca data treatment has already been reviewed, following 423	  
referee 2 suggestions, and the resulting data from this new treatment does not introduce any 424	  
significant change in the discussed differences between the two different proxy stacks, 425	  
supporting that these discrepancies are real and not artefacts from data treatment. 426	  
However, after modification of our Mg/Ca-calibration equation, although average of both 427	  
proxies are now more similar, the intensity of the Mg/Ca-SST variability and short term 428	  
oscillations remains higher than Alk-SST. 429	  

 430	  
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 431	  
Regarding the potential artefact resulting form the use of inadequate chronologies, our 432	  
confidence in the chosen chronologies has already been argued above and their uncertainties 433	  
better expressed in Table S4 (Supplementary Information). But this factor can really be ignored 434	  
in the case of this proxy inter-comparison since it is based in exactly the same cores whose 435	  
chronology has been performed in this manuscript. Any change in the chronology would affect 436	  
in the same way both proxy records and consequently won’t affect the discussed apparent anti-437	  
phase in some of the structures. 438	  
 439	  
Section 6.1 (now Section 5.1): throughout this section, all temperature changes should be 440	  
given with attendant uncertainties, in part to make clear how significant the changes are. 441	  
 442	  

-The corresponding temperature uncertainties will be included in all the text. 443	  
Explanations about the type of uncertainty will be shown in the beginning of the corresponding 444	  
section or after the uncertainty. 445	  
 446	  
Section 6.2 (now Section 5.2):  McGregor et al., 2015, NG, called on volcanism as the main 447	  
cause of the cooling trend of the last 1000 years. How does this forcing potentially 448	  
influence the 449	  
Med. records? Could it also play a role in driving centennial-scale variability?  450	  
 451	  
 -No significant correlations have been obtained between Mg/Ca-SST or Alk-SST shown 452	  
in this study and volcanism in Northern Hemisphere (Gao et al., 2008), but the higher volcanism 453	  
in the last millennia could have acted as forcing in the general cooling trend observed in this 454	  
study, given the derived induction of a net negative radiative forcing as described in McGregor 455	  
et al. (2015). As is discussed in the text, several factors in addition to the summer insolation 456	  
should account to explain the centennial-scale variability of the records, some of them are 457	  
discussed and the potential impact of enhanced volcanism in the last millennia is now also been 458	  
introduced in the discussion (Section 5.2). 459	  
 460	  
 461	  
 462	  
 463	  
 464	  
 465	  
 466	  
 467	  
 468	  
 469	  
 470	  
 471	  
 472	  
 473	  
 474	  
 475	  
 476	  
 477	  

 478	  
 479	  
 480	  
 481	  
 482	  
 483	  
 484	  
 485	  
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ABSTRACT  658	  

This study analyses the evolution of sea surface conditions during the last 2700 years in 659	  

the central-western Mediterranean Sea based on six records as measured on five short 660	  

sediment cores from two sites north of Minorca (cores MINMC06 and HER-MC-MR3). 661	  

Sea Surface Temperatures (SSTs) were obtained from alkenones and Globigerina 662	  

bulloides-Mg/Ca ratios combined with δ18O measurements to reconstruct changes in the 663	  

regional Evaporation–Precipitation (E–P) balance. We reviewed the G. bulloides 664	  

Mg/Ca-SST calibration and re-adjusted it based on a set of core top measurements from 665	  

the western Mediterranean Sea. According to the regional oceanographic data, the 666	  

estimated Mg/Ca-SSTs are interpreted to reflect spring seasonal conditions mainly 667	  

related to the April–May primary productivity bloom. In contrast, the Alkenone-SSTs 668	  

signal likely integrates the averaged annual signal. 669	  

A combination of chronological tools allowed synchronizing the records in a 670	  

common age model. Subsequently a single anomaly stack record was constructed for 671	  

each proxy, thus easing to identify the most significant and robust patterns. The 672	  

warmest SSTs occurred during the Roman Period (RP), which was followed by a 673	  

general cooling trend interrupted by several centennial-scale oscillations. This general 674	  

cooling trend could be controlled by changes in the annual mean insolation. Whereas 675	  

some particularly warm SST intervals took place during the Medieval Climate Anomaly 676	  

(MCA) the Little Ice Age (LIA) was markedly unstable with some very cold SST events 677	  

mostly during its second half. The records of the last centuries suggest that relatively 678	  

low E–P ratios and cold SSTs dominated during negative North Atlantic Oscillation 679	  

(NAO) phases, although SST records seem to present a close positive connection with 680	  

the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation index (AMO). 681	  

 682	  
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1 Introduction 683	  

The Mediterranean is regarded as one of the world’s highly vulnerable regions with 684	  

regard to the current global warming situation (Giorgi, 2006). This high sensitivity to 685	  

climate variability has been evidenced in several studies focussed in past natural 686	  

changes (Rohling et al., 1998; Cacho et al., 1999a; Moreno et al., 2002; Martrat et al., 687	  

2004; Reguera, 2004; Frigola et al., 2007; Combourieu Nebout et al., 2009). Paleo-688	  

studies focussed mostly in the rapid climate variability of the last glacial period have 689	  

presented solid evidences of a tied connection between changes in North Atlantic 690	  

oceanography and climate over the Western Mediterranean Region (Cacho et al., 1999b, 691	  

2000, 2001; Moreno et al., 2005; Sierro et al., 2005; Frigola et al., 2008; Fletcher and 692	  

Sanchez-Goñi, 2008). Nevertheless, climate variability during the Holocene and, 693	  

particularly during the last millennium, is not so well described in this region, although 694	  

its understanding is crucial to place the nature of the 20th century trends in the recent 695	  

climate history (Huang, 2004). 696	  

Some previous studies have already proposed that Holocene centennial climate 697	  

variability in the western Mediterranean Sea could be linked to NAO variability (Jalut et 698	  

al., 1997, 2000; Combourieu Nebout et al., 2002; Goy et al., 2003; Roberts et al., 2012; 699	  

Fletcher et al., 2012). In particular, nine Holocene episodes of enhanced deep 700	  

convection in the Gulf of Lion (GoL) and surface cooling conditions were described at 701	  

the same location than this study (Frigola et al., 2007). These events have also been 702	  

correlated to intensified upwelling conditions in the Alboran Sea and tentatively 703	  

described as two-phase scenarios driven by distinctive NAO states (Ausín et al., 2015). 704	  

A growing number of studies reveal considerable climate fluctuations during the last 2 705	  

kyr (Abrantes et al., 2005; Holzhauser et al., 2005; Kaufman et al., 2009; Lebreiro et al., 706	  

2006; Martín-Puertas et al., 2008; Kobashi et al., 2011; Nieto-Moreno et al., 2011, 707	  
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2013; Moreno et al., 2012; PAGES 2K Consortium, 2013; Esper et al., 2014; McGregor 708	  

et al., 2015). However, there is not uniformity about the exact time-span of the different 709	  

defined climatic periods such for example the Medieval Climatic Anomaly (MCA), 710	  

term coined originally by Stine (1994). 711	  

The existing Mediterranean climatic records for the last 1 or 2 kyr are mostly 712	  

based on terrestrial source archives such as tree rings (Touchan et al., 2005, 2007; 713	  

Griggs et al., 2007; Esper et al., 2007; Büntgen et al., 2011; Morellón et al., 2012), 714	  

speleothem records (Frisia et al., 2003; Mangini et al., 2005; Fleitmann et al., 2009; 715	  

Martín-Chivelet et al., 2011; Wassenburg et al., 2013), or lake reconstructions (Pla and 716	  

Catalan, 2005; Martín-Puertas et al., 2008; Corella et al., 2011; Morellón et al., 2012). 717	  

All of these archives can be good sensors of temperature and humidity changes but 718	  

often their proxy records mix these two climate variables. Recent efforts have focussed 719	  

in integrating these 2 kyr records into regional climatic signals and they reveal a 720	  

complexity in the regional response but also evidence the scarcity of marine records to 721	  

have a more complete picture (PAGES, 2009; Lionello, 2012). 722	  

In reference to marine records, they are often limited by the lack of adequate 723	  

time resolution and accurate chronology to produce detailed comparison with terrestrial 724	  

source records, although they have the potential to provide a wider range of temperature 725	  

sensitive proxies. Currently, few marine-source paleoclimate records are available from 726	  

the last 2 kyr in the Mediterranean Sea (Schilman et al., 2001; Versteegh et al., 2007; 727	  

Piva et al., 2008; Taricco et al., 2009, 2015; Incarbona et al., 2010; Fanget et al., 2012; 728	  

Grauel et al., 2013; Lirer et al., 2013, 2014; Di Bella et al., 2014; Goudeau et al., 2015) 729	  

and they are even more scarce in the Western Basin. The current disperse data is not 730	  

enough to admit a potential commune pattern of marine Mediterranean climate 731	  

variability for these two millennia (Taricco et al., 2009; Nieto-Moreno et al., 2011; 732	  
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Moreno et al., 2012 and the references therein). 733	  

The aim of this study is to characterise changes in surface water properties from 734	  

the Minorca margin in the Catalan-Balearic Sea (central-western Mediterranean), 735	  

contributing to a better understanding of the climate variations in this region during the 736	  

last 2.7 kyr. Sea Surface Temperature (SST) has been reconstructed by means of two 737	  

independent proxies, Mg/Ca analyses on the planktonic foraminifera Globigerina 738	  

bulloides and alkenone derived SST (Villanueva et al., 1997; Lea et al., 1999; Barker et 739	  

al., 2005; Conte et al., 2006). The application of G. bulloides-Mg/Ca as a 740	  

paleothermometer in the western Mediterranean Sea is tested through the analysis of a 741	  

series of core top samples from different locations of the western Mediterranean Sea 742	  

and the calibration reviewed consistently. Mg/Ca thermometry is applied with δ18O in 743	  

order to evaluate changes in the Evaporation–Precipitation (E–P) balance of the basin 744	  

ultimately linked to salinity (Lea et al., 1999; Pierre, 1999; Barker et al., 2005). One of 745	  

the limitations for the study of climate evolution of the last 2 kyr is that often the 746	  

intensity of the climate oscillations is at the limit of detection of the selected proxies. In 747	  

order to identify significant climatic patterns within the proxy records, the analysis have 748	  

been performed in a collection of multicores from the same region, and their proxy 749	  

records have been stacked. The studied time periods have been defined as follows 750	  

(years expressed as BCE=Before Common Era and CE=Common Era): Talaiotic Period 751	  

(TP; ending at 123 BCE); Roman Period (RP; from 123 BCE to 470 CE); Dark Middle 752	  

Ages (DMA; from 470 until 900CE); Medieval Climate Anomaly (MCA; from 900 to 753	  

1275CE); Little Ice Age (LIA; from 1275 to 1850 CE) and Industrial Era (IE) as the 754	  

most recent period. The limits of these periods are not uniform across the Mediterranean 755	  

(Lionello, 2012) and here, the selected ages have been chosen according to historical 756	  

events in Minorca Island and also to the classic climatic ones defined in literature (i.e. 757	  
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Nieto-Moreno et al., 2011, 2013; Moreno et al., 2012; Lirer et al., 2013, 2014). 758	  

2 Climatic and oceanographic settings 759	  

The Mediterranean Sea is a semi-enclosed basin located in a transitional zone between 760	  

different climate regimes, from the temperate zone at the north, to the subtropical zone 761	  

at the south. Consequently, the Mediterranean climate is characterized by mild wet 762	  

winters and warm to hot, dry summers (Lionello et al., 2006). Interannual climate 763	  

variability is very much controlled by the dipole-like pressure gradient between the 764	  

Azores (high) and Iceland (low) system known as the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) 765	  

(Hurrell, 1995; Lionello and Sanna, 2005; Mariotti, 2011; Ausín et al., 2015). But the 766	  

northern part of the Mediterranean region is also linked to other midlatitude 767	  

teleconnection patterns (Lionello, 2012). 768	  

The Mediterranean Sea is a concentration basin (Béthoux, 1980; Lacombe et al., 769	  

1981) and the excess of evaporation with respect to freshwater input is balanced by 770	  

water exchange at the Strait of Gibraltar (i.e. Pinardi and Masetti, 2000; Malanotte-771	  

Rizzoli et al., 2014). The basinwide circulation pattern is prevalently cyclonic (Millot, 772	  

1999). Three convection cells promote the Mediterranean deep and intermediate 773	  

circulation: a basinwide open cell and two separated closed cells, one for the Western 774	  

Basin and one for the Eastern part. The first one connects the two basins of the 775	  

Mediterranean Sea though the Sicilia Strait, where water masses interchange occurs at 776	  

intermediate depths. This cell is associated with the inflow of Atlantic Water (AW) at 777	  

the Strait of Gibraltar and the outflow of the Levantine Intermediate Water (LIW) that 778	  

flows below the first (Lionello et al., 2006). 779	  

In the north-western Mediterranean Sea, the Northern Current (NC) represents 780	  

the main feature of the surface circulation transporting waters alongshore from the 781	  

Ligurian Sea to the Alboran Sea (Fig. 1a). North-east of the Balearic Promontory a 782	  
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surface oceanographic front separates Mediterranean waters transported by the NC from 783	  

the Atlantic waters that recently entered the Mediterranean (Millot, 1999; Pinot et al., 784	  

2002; André et al., 2005). 785	  

 Deep convection occurs offshore the GoL due to the action of very intense cold 786	  

and dry winter winds such as the Tramontana and the Mistral. These winds cause strong 787	  

evaporation and cooling of surface water thus increasing their density until sinking to 788	  

greater depths leading to Western Mediterranean Deep Water (WMDW) (MEDOC, 789	  

1970; Lacombe et al., 1985; Millot, 1999). Dense shelf water cascading (DSWC) in the 790	  

GoL also contributes to the sink of large volumes of water and sediments into the deep 791	  

basin (Canals et al., 2006). 792	  

The north-western Mediterranean is subject to an intense bloom in late winter-793	  

spring when the surface layer stabilizes, and sometimes to a less intense bloom in 794	  

autumn, when the strong summer thermocline is progressively eroded (Estrada et al., 795	  

1985; Bosc et al., 2004; D’Ortenzio and Ribera, 2009; Siokou-Frangou et al., 2010). 796	  

SST in the region evolve accordingly with this bloom seasonality, with minima SST in 797	  

February, which subsequently increases until maxima summer values during August. 798	  

Afterwards, a SST drop can be observed on October although with some interanual 799	  

variability (Pastor, 2012). 800	  

3 Material and methods 801	  

3.1 Sediment cores description 802	  

The studied sediment cores were recovered from a sediment drift built by the action of 803	  

the southward branch of the WMDW north of Minorca (Fig. 1). Previous studies carried 804	  

out at this site already described high sedimentation rates (> 20 cm kyr-1) (Frigola et al., 805	  

2007, 2008; Moreno et al., 2012), which initially suggested a suitable location to carry 806	  
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on a detailed study of the last millennia. The cores were recovered from two different 807	  

stations at about 50 km north of Minorca Island with a multicore system. Cores 808	  

MINMC06-1 and MINMC06-2 (henceforth MIN1 and MIN2) (40°29’N, 04°01’E; 809	  

2391m water depth; 31 and 32.5 cm core length, respectively) were retrieved in 2006 810	  

during HERMES 3 cruise onboard the R/V Thethys II. In reference to the recovery of 811	  

cores HER-MC-MR3.1, HER-MC-MR3.2 and HER-MC-MR3.3 (henceforth MR3.1, 812	  

MR3.2 and MR3.3) (40°29’N, 3°37’E; 2117m water depth; 27, 18 and 27 cm core 813	  

length, respectively) took place in 2009 during HERMESIONE expedition onboard the 814	  

R/V Hespérides. The distance between the MIN and the MR3 cores is ~30 km and both 815	  

stations are located in an intermediate position within the sediment drift, which extends 816	  

along a water depth range from 2000 to 2700m (Frigola, 2012; Velasco et al., 1996; 817	  

Mauffret et al., 1979), being MIN cores deeper than the MR3 ones by about ~300m.  818	  

MIN cores were homogeneously sampled at 0.5 cm resolution in the laboratory 819	  

while for MR3 cores a different strategy was followed. MR3.1 and MR3.2 were initially 820	  

subsampled with a PVC tube and splitted in two halves for XRF analyses in the 821	  

laboratory. Both halves of core MR3.1, MR3.1A and MR3.1B, were used for the 822	  

present work as replicates of the same core and records for each half are shown 823	  

separately. All MR3 cores were sampled at 0.5 cm resolution for the upper 15 cm and at 824	  

1 cm for the rest of the core, with the exception of half MR3.1B that was sampled at 825	  

0.25 cm resolution. MR3 cores were formed by brown-orange nanofossil and 826	  

foraminifera silty clay, lightly bioturbated, with the presence of enriched layers in 827	  

pteropods and gastropods fragments and some dark layers. 828	  

Additionally, core top samples from seven multicores collected at different 829	  

locations in the western Mediterranean have also been used for the correction of the 830	  

Mg/Ca-SST calibration from G. bulloides (Table 1; Fig. 1). 831	  
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3.2 Radiocarbon analyses 832	  

Twelve 14C AMS dates were performed on cores MIN1, MIN2 and MR3.3 (Table S1, 833	  

Suppl. Info.) over 4–22mg samples of planktonic foraminifer Globigerina inflata 834	  

handpicked from the > 355 μm fraction. Ages were calibrated with the standard marine 835	  

correction of 408 years and the regional average marine reservoir correction (ΔR) for 836	  

the central-western Mediterranean Sea using Calib 7.0 software (Stuiver and Reimer, 837	  

1993) and the MARINE13 calibration curve (Reimer et al., 2013). 838	  

3.3 Radionuclides 210Pb and 137Cs 839	  

The concentrations of the naturally occurring radionuclide 210Pb were determined in 840	  

cores MIN1, MIN2, MR3.1A and MR3.2 by alpha-spectroscopy following Sanchez- 841	  

Cabeza et al. (1998). Concentrations of the anthropogenic radionuclide 137Cs in core 842	  

MIN1 were measured by gamma spectrometry using a high purity intrinsic germanium 843	  

detector. Gamma measurements were also used to determine the 226Ra concentrations 844	  

via the gamma emissions of 214Pb, used to calculate the excess 210Pb concentrations. 845	  

Sediment accumulation rates for the last century were calculated using the CIC 846	  

(constant initial concentration) and the CF : CS (constant flux : constant sedimentation) 847	  

models (Appleby and Oldfield, 1992; Krishnaswami et al., 1971), constrained by the 848	  

137Cs concentration profile for core MIN1 (Masqué et al., 2003). 849	  

3.4 Bulk geochemical analyses  850	  

The elemental composition of cores MR3.1B and MR3.2 was obtained with a XRF 851	  

Core-Scanner Avaatech System (CORELAB, University of Barcelona), which is 852	  

equipped with an optical variable system that allows determining in an independent way 853	  

the length (10–0.1mm) and the extent (15–2 mm) of the bundle of beams-X. This allows 854	  

obtaining qualitative information of the elementary composition of the materials. The 855	  
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core surfaces were scraped cleaned and covered with a 4 μm thin SPEXCertiPrep 856	  

Ultralene foil to prevent contamination and minimize desiccation (Richter and van der 857	  

Gaast, 2006). Sampling was performed every 1 cm and scanning took place directly at 858	  

the split core surface. Among the several measured elements this study has mainly use 859	  

the Mn profile in the construction of the age models. 860	  

3.5 Planktonic foraminifera analyses 861	  

Specimens for the planktonic foraminifera Globigerina bulloides for Mg/Ca and 862	  

δ18O measurements were picked together from a very restrictive size range (250-355 863	  

microns) but then crushed and cleaned separately. In core MR3.1B, picking was often 864	  

performed in the <355 μm fraction due to the small amount of material (sampling 865	  

every 0.25 cm). Additionally, quantitative analysis of planktonic foraminifera 866	  

assemblages was carried out in core MR3.3 and on the upper part of core MR3.1A by 867	  

using the fraction size above 125 μm. The 42 studied samples presented abundant and 868	  

well-preserved planktonic foraminifera. 869	  

 Samples for trace elements analyses were formed by ~45 specimens of G. 870	  

bulloides, crushed under glass slides to open the chambers and carefully cleaned 871	  

applying a sequence of clay removal, oxidative and weak acid cleaning steps (Pena et 872	  

al., 2005). Only samples from core MR3.1A were cleaned including also the “reductive 873	  

step”. Instrumental analyses were performed in an inductively coupled plasma mass 874	  

spectrometer (ICP-MS) Perkin Elmer in the Scientific and Technological Centers of the 875	  

University of Barcelona (CCiT-UB). A standard solution with a ratio close to the 876	  

foraminifera values (3.2 mmol mol-1) was run every four samples in order to correct any 877	  

drift over the measurement runs for MR3.1 halves. Standard solution used on the rest of 878	  

analyses was low (1.6 mmol mol-1). The average reproducibility of Mg/Ca ratios, taking 879	  
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into account the known standard solutions concentrations, was 97 and 89% for MIN1 880	  

and MIN2 cores, and 99 and 97% for MR3.1A, MR3.1B and MR3.3 cores, respectively 881	  

Procedure blanks were also routinely measured in order to detect any potential 882	  

contamination problem during the cleaning and dissolution procedure. Mn/Ca and 883	  

Al/Ca ratios were always measured in order to detect any potential contamination 884	  

problem associated with the presence of Mn oxydes and aluminosilicates (Barker et al., 885	  

2003; Lea et al., 2005; Pena et al., 2005).  886	  

In order to avoid the overestimation of Mg/Ca-SST by detrital contamination, 887	  

Mn/Ca values > 0.5 mmol mol-1 were discarded in core MR3.1B and only those higher 888	  

than 1 mmol mol-1 on MIN1 and MR3.3. With regard to Al/Ca data, those values 889	  

susceptible of contamination were also removed. After this data cleaning any significant 890	  

statistical correlation existed between Mg/Ca and Mn/Ca; Al/Ca (r has been always 891	  

lower than 0.29, p-value=0.06). 892	  

Mg/Ca ratios were transferred into SST values using the calibration proposed in 893	  

this study (Sect. 4.1). In the case of the record MR3.1A, cleaned with the reductive 894	  

procedure, the Mg/Ca ratios were about 23% lower than those measured in core 895	  

MR3.1B without the reductive step. This ratio lowering is expected from the 896	  

preferential dissolution of the Mg-enriched calcite during the reductive step (Barker et 897	  

al., 2003; Pena et al., 2005; Yu et al., 2007). The obtained percentage of Mg/Ca 898	  

lowering is comparable or higher to those previously estimated for different planktonic 899	  

foraminifera, although data from G. bulloides was not previously reported (Barker et al., 900	  

2003). SST-Mg/Ca in core MR3.1A was calculated after the Mg/Ca correction of this 901	  

23% offset and applying the same calibration than with the other records. 902	  

 Stable isotopes measurements were performed on 10 specimens of G. bulloides 903	  

after sonically cleaned in methanol to remove fine-grained particles. Analyses were 904	  
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performed in a Finnigan-MAT 252 mass spectrometer fitted with a carbonate 905	  

microsampler Kiel-I in the CCiT-UB. Analytical precision of laboratory standards for 906	  

δ18O is better than 0.08 ‰. Calibration to Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite or V-PDB was 907	  

carried out by means NBS-19 standards (Coplen, 1996).  908	  

Seawater δ18O (δ18OSW) was obtained after removing the temperature effect on 909	  

the G. bulloides δ18O record by applying the Mg/Ca-SST records in the Shackleton 910	  

Paleotemperature Equation (Shackleton, 1974). The results are expressed in the water 911	  

standard SMOW (δ18OSW) after the correction of Craig (1965). It was also considered 912	  

the use of specific temperature equations for G. bulloides (Bemis et al., 1998; Mulitza et 913	  

al., 2003), but the core tops estimates provided δ18Osw values of 2.1 -1.5 SMOW‰, 914	  

significantly higher than those (~1.2  SMOW‰) measured in water samples from the 915	  

central-western Mediterranean Sea (Pierre, 1999). Considering that the core top δ18Osw 916	  

estimates, after the application of the empirical Shackleton (1974) paleotemperature 917	  

equation, averaged 1.1 SMOW‰ and thus closer to the actual water measurements, it 918	  

was decided that this equation was providing more realistic oceanographical conditions 919	  

in this location. 920	  

3.6 Alkenones  921	  

Measurements of the relative proportion of unsaturated C37 alkenones, namely Uk’
37 922	  

index, were carried out in order to obtain SST records on the studied cores. Detailed 923	  

information about the methodology and equipment used in C37 alkenone determination 924	  

can be found in Villanueva et al. (1997). The precision of this paleothermometry tool 925	  

has been determined as close as ± 0.5°C (Eglinton et al., 2001). Furthermore, taking 926	  

into account duplicate alkenone analysis carried out in core MR3.3, the precision 927	  

achieved results better than ± 0.8°C. Reconstruction of SST records was based on the 928	  
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global calibration of Conte et al. (2006), which considers a estimation standard error of 929	  

1.1°C in surface sediments. 930	  

4 Sea surface temperatures and δ18O data 931	  

4.1 Mg/Ca-SST calibration 932	  

The Mg/Ca ratio measured in G. bulloides is a widely used proxy to reconstruct SST 933	  

(Barker et al., 2005) although available calibrations can provide very different results 934	  

(Lea et al., 1999; Mashiotta et al., 1999; Elderfield and Ganssen, 2000; Anand et al., 935	  

2003; McConnell and Thunell, 2005; Cléroux et al., 2008; Thornalley et al., 2009; 936	  

Patton et al., 2011). Apparently, the regional Mg/Ca-temperature response varies due to 937	  

parameters that have not yet been identified (Patton et al., 2011). A further difficulty 938	  

arises from the questioned Mg/Ca-thermal signal in high salinity regions such as the 939	  

Mediterranean Sea where anomalous high Mg/Ca values have been observed (Ferguson 940	  

et al., 2008). This apparent high salinity sensitivity in foraminifera-Mg/Ca ratios is 941	  

under discussion and it has not been supported by recent culture experiments (Hönisch 942	  

et al., 2013), which in addition, could be attributed to diagenetic overprints (Hoogakker 943	  

et al., 2009; van Raden et al., 2011). In order to test the value of the Mg/Ca ratios in G. 944	  

bulloides from the western Mediterranean Sea and also review its significance in terms 945	  

of seasonality and depth habitat, a set of core top samples from different locations of the 946	  

western Mediterranean Sea have been analysed. Core-top samples were recovered using 947	  

a multicorer system and they can be considered as representative of near or present 948	  

conditions (Masqué et al., 2003; Cacho et al., 2006). The studied cores are included in 949	  

the 35–45° N latitude range (Table 1 and Fig. 1) and mostly represent two different 950	  

trophic regimes, defined by the classical spring bloom (the most north-western basin) 951	  

and an intermittently bloom (D’Ortenzio and Ribera, 2009). 952	  
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The obtained Mg/Ca ratios have been compared with the isotopically derived 953	  

calcification temperatures based on the δ18O measurements performed also in G. 954	  

bulloides from the same samples. This estimation was performed after applying the 955	  

Shackleton (1974) paleotemperature equation and using the δ18Owater data published by 956	  

Pierre (1999), taking always into consideration the values of the closer stations and 957	  

from the top 100 m. The resulting Mg/Ca-SST data have been plotted together with 958	  

those G. bulloides data points from North Atlantic core tops previously published by 959	  

Elderfield and Ganssen (2000). The resulting high correlation (r2 = 0.92; Fig. 2a) 960	  

strongly supports the dominant thermal signal in the Mg/Ca ratios of the central-western 961	  

Mediterranean Sea. Thus, the new data set from the Mediterranean core tops improves 962	  

the sample coverage over the warm end of the calibration and the resulting exponential 963	  

function indicates 9.4 % sensitivity in the Mg uptake respect to temperature, which is in 964	  

agreement with the described range in the literature (i.e., Elderfield and Ganssen, 2000; 965	  

Barker et al., 2005; Patton et al., 2011). The new calibration obtained from the 966	  

combination of Mg/Ca-SST data from the western Mediterranean Sea and Atlantic 967	  

Ocean is:
 

968	  

𝑀𝑔 ∕ 𝐶𝑎 = 0.7045(±0.0710)𝑒!.!"#"(±!.!!"")!    (1) 969	  

The Mg/Ca-SST signal of G. bulloides has been compared with a compilation of water 970	  

temperature profiles of the first 200 m measured between 1945–2000 yr in stations 971	  

close to the studied core tops (MEDAR GROUP, 2002). Although significant regional 972	  

and interannual variations have been observed, the obtained calcification temperatures 973	  

of our core top samples present the best agreement with temperature values of the upper 974	  

40 m during the spring months (April–May) (Fig. 2b). This water depth is consistent 975	  

with that found by plankton tows in the Mediterranean (Pujol and Vergnaud-Grazzini, 976	  

1995) and with results from multiannual sediment traps monitoring in the Alboran Sea 977	  
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and the GoL where maximum percentages were observed just before the beginning of 978	  

thermal stratifications (see Bárcena et al., 2004; Bosc et al., 2004; Rigual-Hernández et 979	  

al., 2012). Although the available information about depth and seasonality distribution 980	  

of G. bulloides is relatively fragmented, this species is generally situated in intermediate 981	  

or even shallow waters (i.e. Bé, 1977; Ganssen and Kroon, 2000; Schiebel et al., 2002; 982	  

Rogerson et al., 2004; Thornalley et al., 2009). However, G. bulloides has been also 983	  

observed at deeper depths in some western Mediterranean Sea sub basins (Pujol and 984	  

Vergnaud-Grazzini, 1995). Extended data with enhanced spatial and seasonal coverage 985	  

are required in order to better characterise production, seasonality, geographic and 986	  

distribution patterns of live foraminifers as G.bulloides. Nevertheless, the obtained core 987	  

top data set offers a solid evidence about the seasonal character of the recorded 988	  

temperature signal in the Mg/Ca ratio. 989	  

4.2 A regional stack for SST-Mg/Ca records 990	  

The obtained Mg/Ca-SST profiles obtained from our sediment records are plotted with 991	  

the resulting common age model (see Suppl. Info.) in Fig. 3. The average SST values 992	  

for the last 2700 years ranged from 16.0 ± 0.9 to 17.8 ± 0.8°C (uncertainties of average 993	  

values represent 1σ; uncertainties of absolute values include analytical precision and 994	  

reproducibility and also those derived from Mg/Ca-SST calibration). All the 995	  

temperature reconstructions show the warmest sustained period during the RP, 996	  

approximately between 170 yr BCE to 300 yr CE, except core MIN2, since this record 997	  

ends at the RP-DA transition. In addition, all the records show a general consistent 998	  

cooling trend after the RP with several centennial scale oscillations. Maximum Mg/Ca-999	  

SST value is observed in core MR3.3 (19.6 ± 1.8°C) during the MCA (Fig. 3c) and the 1000	  

minimum is recorded in core MIN1 (14.4 ± 1.4°C) during the LIA (Fig. 3e). The 1001	  
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records present high centennial-scale variability. Particularly, during MCA some warm 1002	  

events reached SST lightly higher than the average of maxima SST (i.e.: 19.6 ± 1.8°C at 1003	  

~1021 yr CE). These events were far shorter in duration compared to RP (Fig. 3). The 1004	  

highest frequency of intense cold events occurred during the LIA and, especially, the 1005	  

last millennium recorded the minima average Mg/Ca-SST (15.2 ± 0.8°C). Four of the 1006	  

five records show a pronounced minima SST after year 1275 CE when occurred the 1007	  

onset of LIA. In base to the differentiated patterns in Mg/Ca-SST the LIA period has 1008	  

been divided into two subperiods, an early warmer interval (LIAa) and a later colder 1009	  

interval (LIAb) with the boundary located at 1540 yr CE. 1010	  

One of the main difficulties of working with SST reconstructions for the last 1011	  

millennia is that the targeted climatic signal has often a comparable amplitude to the 1012	  

internal noise of the records due to sampling and proxy limitations. In order to minimize 1013	  

this inherent random noise, all the studied records have been combined in a regional 1014	  

Mg/Ca-SST anomaly stack with the aim to detect the most robust climatic structures 1015	  

along the different records and reduce the individual noise. Firstly, each SST record was 1016	  

converted into a SST anomaly record in relation to its average temperature (Fig. 3f). 1017	  

Secondly, in order to obtain a common sampling interval all records were interpolated. 1018	  

Although interpolation was performed at 3 different resolutions, results did not differ 1019	  

substantially (Fig. 3g). Subsequently, we selected the stack that provided the best 1020	  

resolution offered by our age models (20 yr cm-1) since it preserves very well the high 1021	  

frequency variability of the individual records (Fig. 3g). 1022	  

The obtained stack represents in a clearer way the main SST features described 1023	  

earlier and allows to better identifying the most significant features at centennial-time 1024	  

scale. Abrupt cooling events are mainly recorded during the LIA (-0.5 to -0.7°C 100 yr-1025	  

1) while abrupt warmings (0.9 to 0.6°C 100 yr-1) are detected during the MCA. Abrupt 1026	  
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events of similar magnitude have been also obteianed during the transition LIA/IE. 1027	  

When the whole studied period is considered a long term cooling trend of about -1 to -1028	  

2°C is observed; however if we focus on the last 1800 yr, since the RP maxima, the 1029	  

observed cooling trend was far more intense, of about -3.1 to -3.5°C.  1030	  

Although the general cooling recorded in our records is very close to the internal 1031	  

noise (-0.3 to -0.8°C kyr-1), is quite consistent with the recent 2k global reconstruction 1032	  

published by McGregor et al., (2015) (best estimation of the SST cooling trend, using 1033	  

the average anomaly method 1 for the periods 1-2000 CE: -0.3°C kyr-1 to -0.4°C kyr-1).  1034	  

4.3 Oxygen isotope records 1035	  

Oxygen isotopes measured on carbonates shells of G. bulloides (δ18Oc) and their 1036	  

derived δ18OSW after removing the temperature effect with Mg/Ca-SST records (see 1037	  

Sect. 3.5) are shown in Fig. 4. δ18Oc and their derived δ18OSW profiles have been 1038	  

respectively stacked following the same procedure for the SST-Mg/Ca stack (see Sect. 1039	  

4.2). In general terms, all the records present a high stable pattern during the whole 1040	  

period with a weak depleting trend, which is almost undetectable in some cases (i.e. 1041	  

core MIN1). 1042	  

Average δ18Oc values range from 1.2 to 1.4 VPDB‰ (and, in general, MR3 1043	  

cores show lightly heavier values (~1.4 VPDB‰) than MIN cores (~1.2 VPDB‰). 1044	  

Lightest δ18Oc values (ranged from 1.0 to 1.2 VPDB‰) mostly occur during the RP, 1045	  

although some short light excursions can be also observed during the end of the MCA 1046	  

and/or the LIA. Heaviest values (from 1.4 to 1.8 VPDB‰) are mainly associated with 1047	  

short events during the LIA, the MCA and over the TP/RP transition. A significant 1048	  

increase of δ18Oc values is observed at the LIA/IE transition, although a sudden drop is 1049	  

recorded at the end of the stack record (after 1867 yr CE), which could result from a 1050	  
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differential influence of the records (i.e. MIN1) and/or extreme artefact (Fig. 4g). 1051	  

After removing the temperature effect on the δ18Oc record, the remaining δ18OSW 1052	  

record mainly reflects changes in E–P balance, thus resulting as an indirect proxy for 1053	  

sea surface salinity. The average δ18OSW values obtained for the studied period ranged 1054	  

from 1.3 to 1.8 SMOW‰. Heaviest δ18OSW values (from 2.4 to 1.9 SMOW‰) are 1055	  

recorded during the RP when the longest warm period is also observed and some values 1056	  

are notable during MCA too. Enhancements of the E–P balance (δ18OSW heavier values) 1057	  

are coincident with higher SST (Fig. 6). Lightest δ18OSW values (from 0.8 to 1.5 1058	  

SMOW‰) are recorded particularly during the onset and the end of the LIA and also 1059	  

during the MCA. A drop in the E–P balance has been obtained approximately from the 1060	  

end of LIA to the most recent years. The most significant changes in our δ18OSW 1061	  

(salinity) stack record correspond to increases in the most recent times and around 1200 1062	  

yr CE (MCA) and to the decrease observed at the end of the LIA (Fig. 4). 1063	  

4.4 Alkenone-SST records 1064	  

The two alkenone (Uk’
37)-derived SSTs of MIN cores were already published in Moreno 1065	  

et al. (2012), while the records from MR3 cores are new (Fig. 5). The four Alkenone-1066	  

SST records show a similar general cooling trend during the studied period and they 1067	  

have also been integrated in a SST anomaly stack (Fig. 5e). The whole cooling trend is 1068	  

of about -1.4°C when the whole studied period is considered and about -1.7°C since the 1069	  

SST maximum recorded during the RP. Alk-SST absolute values uncertainties in this 1070	  

section have been estimated to have a mean value of ± 1.1°C, taking into account the 1071	  

standard error of estimation (see Sect. 3.6). 1072	  

Previous studies have interpreted the Alkenone-SST signal in the western 1073	  

Mediterranean Sea as an annual average (Ternois et al., 1996; Cacho et al., 1999a, b; 1074	  
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Martrat et al., 2004). The average Alkenone-SST values for the studied period (last 1075	  

2700 yr) ranged from 17.0 to 17.4°C.  1076	  

The lowest alkenone temperatures (~16.0°C) have been obtained in core MIN2 1077	  

during the LIAa and, the highest (~18.4°C) in core MR3.3 during the MCA. Values 1078	  

near the average of maxima SST (from 17.9 to 18.4°C) are observed more frequently 1079	  

during TP, RP and MCA, while temperatures during the onset of MCA and LIA show 1080	  

many values closer to the average of minima SST (ranged from 16.0 to 16.2°C). The 1081	  

most abrupt coolings are observed during the LIA and some events were also recorded 1082	  

during MCA (-0.8°C 100 yr-1) and in less magnitude at the transition LIA/IE (-0.5°C 1083	  

100 yr-1). The highest warming rates are recorded during the MCA (0.4°C 100 yr1) and 1084	  

also during RP. 1085	  

4.5 Mg/Ca vs. Alkenone SST records 1086	  

In this section, Alk uncertainties have been considered as estimation standard error of 1087	  

1.1°C considered by the calibration used (see Sect. 3.6) and Mg/Ca-SST uncertainties 1088	  

include analytical precision and reproducibility and also standard error derived from 1089	  

calibration. The obtained averages of Mg/Ca and Alk derived SST are similar (16.9 ± 1090	  

1.4°C vs. 17.2 ± 1.1°C), but the temperature range of the Mg/Ca records shows higher 1091	  

amplitude (see Sect. 4.2 and 4.4).  1092	  

The enhanced Mg/Ca-SST variability is also reflected in the short-term 1093	  

oscillations, at centennial time scale, which are better represented in the Mg/Ca record 1094	  

with oscillations over 0.5°C, while in the alkenone record are shorter. This difference in 1095	  

the signal amplitude cannot be attributed to the different habitat depth since alkenones 1096	  

should reflect the surface photic layer (<50 m), while G. bulloides has the capability to 1097	  

develop in a wider and deeper environment (Bé, 1977; Pujol and Vergnaud-Grazzini, 1098	  

Eliminado:  with the annual mean 1099	  
corresponding to a Balearic site (18.7 ± 1.1°C) 1100	  
according to the integrate values of the upper 1101	  
50 m (Ternois et al., 1996; Cacho et al., 1102	  
1999a) of the GCC-IEO database that covers 1103	  
January 1994–July 2008.1104	  
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1995; Ternois et al., 1996; Sicre et al., 1999; Ganssen and Kroon, 2000; Schiebel et al., 1105	  

2002; Rogerson et al., 2004; Thornalley et al., 2009), where less changes would be 1106	  

expected. This enhanced Mg/Ca-SST variability could be attributed to the highly 1107	  

restricted seasonal character of its signal, which purely reflects SST changes during the 1108	  

spring season. However, the coccolith signal integrates a wider time period from 1109	  

autumn to spring (Rigual-Hernández et al., 2012, 2013) and, consequently, changes 1110	  

associated with specific seasons become more diluted in the resultant averaged signal. 1111	  

The annual mean corresponding to a Balearic site according to the integrate 1112	  

values of the upper 50 m (Ternois et al., 1996; Cacho et al., 1999a) of the GCC-IEO 1113	  

database that covers January 1994–July 200 is 18.7 ± 1.1°C. Our core tops records, 1114	  

which represent the last decades, show SST values closer to the annual mean in the case 1115	  

of Alk-SST than Mg/Ca-SST that recorded slightly lower values.  1116	  

 Uk’
37-SST records in the western Mediterranean Sea have been interpreted to 1117	  

represent mean annual SST (i.e. Cacho et al., 1999a; Martrat et al., 2004) but seasonal 1118	  

variations in alkenone production could play an important role in the Uk’
37-SST values 1119	  

(Rodrigo-Gámiz et al., 2014). Considering that during the summer months the 1120	  

Mediterranean Sea is a very stratified and oligotrophic sea, it should be expected 1121	  

reduced alkenone production during this season (Ternois et al., 1996; Sicre et al., 1999; 1122	  

Bárcena et al., 2004; Versteegh et al., 2007; Hernández-Almeida et al., 2011). This 1123	  

observation is further supported by the results from sediment traps located in the GoL 1124	  

showing very low coccolith fluxes during the summer months (Rigual-Hernández et al., 1125	  

2013), while they show higher values during autumn, winter and spring, reaching 1126	  

maximum values at the end of the winter season, during SST minima. In contrast, high 1127	  

fluxes of G. bulloides are almost restricted to the upwelling spring signal, when 1128	  

coccolith fluxes have already started to decrease (Rigual-Hernández et al., 2012, 2013). 1129	  
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This different growth season can explain the proxy bias in the SST reconstructions, with 1130	  

more diluted SST signal recorded by the alkenones.  1131	  

Both Mg/Ca-SST and Uk’
37-SST records show a consistent cooling trend during 1132	  

the studied period (2700 yr) of about -0.5°C kyr-1 which is consistent with the recent 2k 1133	  

global reconstruction published by McGregor et al., (2015) (see Sect. 4.2). The recorded 1134	  

cooling since the RP maxima (~200 yr CE) is more pronounced in the Mg/Ca-SST (-1.7 1135	  

to -2.0°C kyr-1) than in the Alkenone record (-1.1°C kyr-1). These coolings are larger 1136	  

than those estimated in the global reconstruction (McGregor et al., 2015) for the last 1137	  

1200 yr (average anomaly method 1: -0.4°C kyr-1 to -0.5°C kyr-1). It should be noted 1138	  

that the global reconstruction includes Alk-SST from MIN cores (data published in 1139	  

Moreno et al., 2012).  1140	  

The detailed comparison of the centennial SST variability recorded by both 1141	  

proxy stacks consistently indicates a puzzling antiphase (Fig. 11b and c). Although the 1142	  

main trends are consistently parallel in both alkenone and Mg/Ca proxies (r=0.5; p 1143	  

value=0) as has been noted in other regions, short-term variability appears to have an 1144	  

opposite character. Results obtained by means of Welch's test indicate that the null 1145	  

hypothesis (means are equal) can be discarded at he 5% error level: tobserved 1146	  

(12.446)>tcritical (1.971). This unexpected outcome is a firm evidence of the relevance of 1147	  

the seasonal variability in the climate evolution and would indicate that extreme winter 1148	  

coolings were followed by a more rapid and intense spring warmings. Nevertheless, 1149	  

regarding the low amplitude of several of these oscillations, often close to the error of 1150	  

the proxies, this observation needs to probed with further constrains as a solid regional 1151	  

feature. 1152	  
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5 Discussion 1153	  

5.1  Climate patterns during the last 2.7 kyr  1154	  

Changes in SST in the Minorca region have implications in the surface air mass 1155	  

temperature and moisture source regions that would determine air mass trajectories and 1156	  

ultimately precipitation regime in the Western Mediterranean Region (Millán et al., 1157	  

2005; Labuhn et al., 2015). Observations of recent data have identified SST as a key 1158	  

factor in the development of torrential rain events in the Western Mediterranean Basin 1159	  

(Pastor et al., 2001), being able to act as a source of potential instability of air masses 1160	  

that transit over these waters (Pastor, 2012). In this line, the combination of SST 1161	  

reconstruction with δ18Osw can provide a light to analyse the connection between 1162	  

thermal changes and moisture export from the central-western Mediterranean Sea 1163	  

during the last 2.7 kyr. 1164	  

The older period recorded by our records is the so-call Talaiotic Period (TP), 1165	  

which corresponds to the Ancient Ages as the Greek Period in other geographic areas. 1166	  

Both studied SST proxies are consistent showing a general cooling trend from ∼500 yr 1167	  

BCE and reaching minimum values by the end of the period (∼120 yr BCE), 1168	  

synchronously with a reduction in the E–P rate occurred (Fig. 6a–c). Very few other 1169	  

records exist from this time period to compare these trends at regional scale. 1170	  

One of the most outstanding features in the two SST-reconstructions, 1171	  

particularly in the Mg/Ca-SST stack is the warm SST that dominated especially during 1172	  

the second half of the RP (150–400 yr CE). The onset of the RP was relatively cold and 1173	  

a ∼2˚C warming occurred during the first part of this period. This SST evolution from 1174	  

colder to warmer conditions during the RP is consistent with the isotopic record from 1175	  

the Gulf of Taranto (Taricco et al., 2009) and peat reconstructions from north-western 1176	  
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Spain (Martínez-Cortizas et al., 1999), and to some extend to SST proxies in the SE 1177	  

Tyrrhenian Sea (Lirer et al., 2014). However none of these records indicate that the RP 1178	  

was the warmest period of the last 2 kyr. Other records from higher latitudes such as 1179	  

Greenland (Dahl-Jensen et al., 1998), North Europe (Esper et al., 2014), North Atlantic 1180	  

Ocean (Bond et al., 2001; Sicre et al., 2008), speleothem records from North Iberia 1181	  

(Martín-Chivelet et al., 2011) and even the multiproxy PAGES 2K reconstruction from 1182	  

Europe, suggest a rather warmer early RP than late RP and, again, none of these records 1183	  

highlights the roman times as the warmest climate period of the last 2 kyr. 1184	  

Consequently, these very warm RP conditions recorded in the Minorca Mg/Ca-SST 1185	  

stack appears to have a very regional character and suggest a rather heterogeneous 1186	  

thermal response along the European continent and surrounding marine regions. 1187	  

According to the δ18Osw-stack the RP seems to be accompanied by an increase 1188	  

in the E–P ratio (Fig. 6a) as also has been observed in some close regions as Alps 1189	  

(Holzhauser et al., 2005; Joerin et al., 2006). But a lake record from Southern Spain 1190	  

indicates relatively high levels when δ18Osw stack indicates the maximum in E–P ratio 1191	  

(Martín-Puertas et al., 2008). This information is not necessarily contradictory, since 1192	  

enhanced E–P balance in the Mediterranean could induce enhanced precipitation in 1193	  

some of the regions, but more detailed geographical information should be required to 1194	  

really evaluate such situation. 1195	  

After the RP, during the whole DMA and until the MCA, Mg/Ca-SST stack 1196	  

shows a cooling of ∼1˚C (-0.2˚C 100 yr-1), which is of 0.3˚C in the case of the 1197	  

Alkenone-SST stack; E–P rate is also decreasing. This trend is in contrast with the 1198	  

general warming trend interpreted in speleothem records from the North Iberia (Martín-1199	  

Chivelet et al., 2011) or the transition towards drier conditions discussed from Alboran 1200	  

recods (Nieto- Moreno et al., 2011). SST proxies from the Tyrrhenian Sea show a 1201	  
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cooling trend after the second half of the DMA and the Roman IV cold/dry phase 1202	  

described by Lirer et al. (2014) that can be tentatively correlated with our SST records 1203	  

(Fig. 6). This cooling phase is also documented in δ18OG. ruber record of Gulf of Taranto 1204	  

by Grauel et al. (2013). The heterogeneity of the signal in the different proxies and 1205	  

regions reveals the difficulty to characterise the climate variability during these short 1206	  

periods and reinforce the need of better geographical coverage of individual proxies. 1207	  

Frequently, the Medieval Period is described as a very warm period in numerous 1208	  

regions in the Northern Hemisphere (Hughes and Diaz, 1994; Mann et al., 2008; 1209	  

Martín-Chivelet et al., 2011), but an increasing number of studies are questioning the 1210	  

existence of such a “warm” period (i.e. Chen et al., 2013). Minorca SST-stacks also 1211	  

indicate variable temperatures and it does not stand as a particular warm period within 1212	  

the last 2 kyr (Fig. 6). A significant warming event is centred at ~1000 yr CE and a later 1213	  

cooling with minimum values at about 1200 yr CE (Fig. 6). Higher variability is found 1214	  

in Greenland record (Kobashi et al., 2011) while an early warm MCA and posterior 1215	  

cooling is also observed in temperature reconstructions from Central Europe (Büntgen 1216	  

et al., 2011) and also the European multi-proxy 2k stack for PAGES 2K Consortium 1217	  

(2013). But all these proxies agree in indicating overall warmer temperatures during the 1218	  

MCA than during the LIA. At the MCA/LIA transition a progressive cooling and a 1219	  

change in cyclic oscillation before and after the onset of LIA are visible. This transition 1220	  

is considered the last rapid climate change (RCC) of Mayewski et al. (2004). 1221	  

In the context of the Mediterranean Sea, lake, marine and speleothem proxies 1222	  

suggest drier conditions during the MCA than during the LIA (Moreno et al., 2012; 1223	  

Chen et al., 2013; Nieto-Moreno et al., 2013; Wassenburg et al., 2013). Looking to the 1224	  

δ18Osw stack, several oscillations are observed during the MCA and LIA but any clear 1225	  

differentiation between the MCA and LIA can be inferred from this proxy, indicating 1226	  
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that these reduced precipitation also involved reduced evaporation in the basin without 1227	  

altering the E–P balance recorded by the δ18Osw proxy. The centennial scale variability 1228	  

detected in both the Mg/Ca-SST stack and δ18Osw stack reveal that higher E–P 1229	  

conditions existed during the warmer intervals (Fig. 6a and c). 1230	  

The LIA stands as a period of high thermal variability according to the Mg/Ca-1231	  

SST stack and, in base to these records, two substages can be differentiated, a first one 1232	  

when SST oscillations were larger and average temperatures warmer (LIAa) and a 1233	  

second one with shorter oscillations and colder average SST (LIAb). We suggest that 1234	  

LIAa interval could be linked to the Wolf and Spörer solar minima and LIAb 1235	  

corresponds to Maunder and Dalton cold events, in agreement with previous 1236	  

observations (i.e. Vallefuoco et al., 2012). 1237	  

Furthermore, the two LIA substages are also present in the Greenland record 1238	  

(Kobashi et al., 2011). The intense cooling drop (0.8˚C 100 yr-1) at the onset of the 1239	  

LIAb is in agreement with the suggested coolings of 0.5 and 1˚C in the Northern 1240	  

Hemisphere (i.e. Matthews and Briffa, 2005; Mann et al., 2009). The described two 1241	  

steps within the LIA are clearer in the Mg/Ca-SST stack than in the Alkenone-SST 1242	  

stack; this is also the case of the alkenone records in Alboran Sea (Nieto-Moreno et al., 1243	  

2011) and it may be consequence of the general reduced SST variability detected by 1244	  

these proxies (see Sect. 4.5). 1245	  

In terms of humidity, the LIA is described as a period of increased runoff 1246	  

according to the Alboran record (Nieto-Moreno et al., 2011). The available lake level 1247	  

reconstruction from South Spain also reveals a progressive increase after the MCA, 1248	  

reaching a maximum during the LIAb (Martín-Puertas et al., 2008). Different records of 1249	  

flood events in the Iberia Peninsula also report a significant increase of extreme events 1250	  

during the LIA (Barriendos et al., 1998; Benito et al., 2003; Moreno et al., 2008). These 1251	  
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conditions are consistent with the described enhanced storm activity over the GoL for 1252	  

the LIA (Sabatier et al., 2012). These conditions could account for the enhanced 1253	  

humidity transport towards the Mediterranean Sea that could produce the reduced E–P 1254	  

ratio detected in the δ18Osw particularly for the LIAb (Fig. 6a). 1255	  

The end of the LIA and onset of the IE is marked in the Mg/Ca-SST stack with a 1256	  

warming phase of about 1°C and less pronounced in the Alkenone-SST stack. This 1257	  

initial warm climatic event is also documented in other Mediterranean regions (Taricco 1258	  

et al., 2009; Marullo et al., 2011; Lirer et al., 2014) and Europe (PAGES 2K 1259	  

Consortium, 2013), which is coincident with a Total Solar Irradiance (TSI) 1260	  

enhancement after Dalton Minima. The two Minorca SST stacks show a cooling trend 1261	  

by the end of the record, which does not seem coherent with the instrumental 1262	  

atmospheric records. In Western Mediterranean, warming has been registered in two 1263	  

main phases: from the mid-1920s to 1950s and from the mid-1970s onwards (Lionello 1264	  

et al., 2006). The Minorca stacks do not show such a warming although they do not 1265	  

cover the second period of warming. Nevertheless, according to instrumental data from 1266	  

the upper layer on the Western Mediterranean since the beginning of the XX century, no 1267	  

warming trends were detected before the 1980s (Vargas-Yáñez et al., 2010). 1268	  

5.2 Climate forcing mechanisms 1269	  

The general cooling trend observed in both Mg/Ca-SST and Alkenone-SST stacks 1270	  

presents a good correlation with the summer insolation evolution in the North 1271	  

Hemisphere, which actually dominates the annual insolation balance (r=0.2 and 0.8, p 1272	  

value≤0.007, respectively) (Fig. 7). This external forcing has already been proposed to 1273	  

control major SST trends for the whole Holocene period in numerous records from 1274	  

Northern Hemisphere (i.e. Wright, 1994; Marchal et al., 2002; Kaufman et al., 2009; 1275	  

Moreno et al., 2012). Also summer insolation seems to have had a significant influence 1276	  
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in the decreasing trend obtained in the isotope records during the whole spanned period 1277	  

 (r=0.4, p value=0) as has been suggested in the study of Ausín et al. (2015), among 1278	  

others. Nevertheless, another forcing needs to account for the centennial-scale 1279	  

variability of the records, as could be the higher volcanism in the last millennium 1280	  

(McGregor et al., 2015) although no significant correlations have been obtained 1281	  

between our records and volcanic reconstructions (Gao et al., 2008). 1282	  

Solar variability has frequently been suggested as a primary driver of the 1283	  

Holocene millennial-scale variability (i.e. Bond et al., 2001). Several oscillations can be 1284	  

observed in the TSI record (Fig. 7a) whose correlation with the Mg/Ca-SST and 1285	  

Alkenone-SST stacks are low, since most of the major drops in TSI does not correspond 1286	  

to SST cold events; although in the case of the Alkenone-SST stack some degree of 1287	  

correlation exists between the two records (r=0.5, p value=0). Nevertheless, TSI does 1288	  

not seem to be the primer driver of the centennial scale SST variability in the studied 1289	  

records. 1290	  

Furthermore, one of the major drivers of Mediterranean inter-annual variability 1291	  

in the Mediterranean region is the NAO (Hurrell, 1995; Lionello and Sanna, 2005; 1292	  

Mariotti, 2011). High state of the NAO produces high pressure over the Mediterranean 1293	  

Sea inducing an increment of the E–P balance and reduces sea level over several sectors 1294	  

of the Mediterranean Sea (Tsimplis and Josey, 2001). During these positive NAO 1295	  

periods, winds over the Mediterranean enhance their north direction, overall salinity 1296	  

increases and formation of dense deep water masses is reinforced as the water exchange 1297	  

through the Corsica channel while the arrival of north storm waves decreases (Wallace 1298	  

and Gutzler, 1981; Tsimplis and Baker, 2000; Lionello and Sanna, 2005). The effect of 1299	  

NAO on Mediterranean temperatures is more ambiguous. Changes during the last 1300	  

decades does not show significant variability with NAO (Luterbacher, 2004; Mariotti, 1301	  
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2011) although some studies suggest an opposite response between the two basins with 1302	  

cooling responses in some eastern basins and warming in the western during positive 1303	  

NAO conditions (Demirov and Pinardi, 2002; Tsimplis and Rixen, 2002). Although still 1304	  

controversial, some NAO reconstructions on proxy-records start to be available for the 1305	  

studied period (Lehner et al., 2012; Olsen et al., 2012; Trouet et al., 2012; Ortega et al., 1306	  

2015). The last millennium is the best-resolved period and that allows a direct 1307	  

comparison with our data to evaluate the potential link to NAO. 1308	  

The correlations between our Minorca temperatures stacks with NAO 1309	  

reconstructions (Fig. 7) are relatively low in the case of Mg/Ca-SST (r=0.3, p 1310	  

value≤0.002) and not significant in the Alkenone stack, indicating that this forcing is 1311	  

probably not the driver of the main trends in the records, although several uncertainties 1312	  

still exist about the long NAO reconstructions (Lehner et al., 2012). Notwithstanding 1313	  

the relatively low correlation between NAO with Mg/Ca-SST, when a detailed analysis 1314	  

is done focussing on the more intense negative NAO phases, those bellow 0 (Fig. 7), 1315	  

they mostly appear to correlate with cooling phases in the Mg/Ca-stack. The frequency 1316	  

of these negative events is particularly high during the LIA, and mostly during its 1317	  

second phase (LIAb) when the coldest intervals of our SST-stacks occurred. 1318	  

 When the last centuries are compared in detail with the last NAO reconstruction 1319	  

based on several different proxy records of annual resolution and tested with some 1320	  

model assimilations (Ortega et al., 2015), the obtained correlations between δ18Osw and 1321	  

NAO are not statistically significant. But Welch's test results indicate that the null 1322	  

hypothesis (difference between means is 0) cannot be discarded for both proxies, given 1323	  

that calculated p-value (0.913) is higher than the significance level alpha (0.05) (tobserved 1324	  

= -0.109 < tcritical = 1.960). During the last centuries it can be observed a coherent 1325	  

pattern of variability with our δ18OSW reconstruction, with high (low) isotopic values 1326	  
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mainly dominating during positive (negative) NAO phases (Fig. 8). This picture is 1327	  

coherent with the described increase in the E–P balance during high NAO phases 1328	  

described for the last decades (Tsimplis and Josey, 2001), which would also contribute 1329	  

to the concentration of the 18O in the Mediterranean waters. The SST stacks also suggest 1330	  

some degree o correlation between warm SST and high NAO values (Fig. 7) but a more 1331	  

coherent picture is observed when the SST-records are compared to the AMO 1332	  

reconstruction: warm SST dominated during high AMO values (Fig. 9). This picture of 1333	  

salinity changes related to NAO and SST to AMO has actually been also described in 1334	  

base to the analysis of last decades data (Mariotti, 2011; Guemas et al., 2014) and 1335	  

confirms the complex but tied response of the Mediterranean to atmospheric and marine 1336	  

changes over the North Atlantic Ocean. 1337	  

The pattern of high δ18OSW when dominant positive NAO conditions occurred 1338	  

should indicate a reduction in the humidity transport over the Mediterranean region as a 1339	  

consequence of the high atmospheric pressure conditions (Tsimplis and Josey, 2001). 1340	  

To test this hypothesis, the δ18OSW stack and the NAO reconstruction is compared to a 1341	  

proxy interpreted to reflect storm intensity over the GoL (Fig. 8), also linked to 1342	  

increased storm activity in the Eastern North Atlantic (Sabatier et al., 2012). Several 1343	  

periods of increased/decreased storm activity in the GoL correlate indeed with low/high 1344	  

values in the δ18OSW supporting that during negative NAO conditions North European 1345	  

storm waves can more frequently arrive into the Mediterranean Sea (Lionello and 1346	  

Sanna, 2005), contributing to the reduction of the E–P balance (Fig. 8). This data 1347	  

comparison would also support that during these enhanced storm periods, cold SST 1348	  

conditions would dominate in the region as has been previously suggested (Sabatier et 1349	  

al., 2012). Nevertheless, not all the NAO oscillations had identical expression in the 1350	  

compared records and it is coherent with recent observations negative NAO phases that 1351	  
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present different atmospheric configuration modes and thus impact over the western 1352	  

Mediterranean Sea (Sáez de Cámara et al., in proof, 2015). Regarding the lower part of 1353	  

the record, the maximum SST temperatures and δ18OSW recorded during the RP (100–1354	  

300 yr CE) may suggest the occurrence of persistent positive NAO conditions, which 1355	  

would also be consistent with a high pressure driven drop in relatively sea level as has 1356	  

been reconstructed in the north-western Mediterranean Sea (Southern France) (-40 ± 10 1357	  

cm) (Morhange et al., 2013).  1358	  

It is interesting to note that during the DMA a pronounced and intense cooling event is 1359	  

recorded in the Mg/Ca-SST stack at about 500 yr CE. Several references document in 1360	  

the scientific literature the occurrence of the so-called dimming of the sun at 536–537 yr 1361	  

CE (Stothers, 1984). This event, in base to ice core records, has been able to be linked a 1362	  

tropical volcanic eruption (Larsen et al., 2008). Tree-ring data reconstructions from 1363	  

Europe and also historical documents indicate the persistence during several years 1364	  

(536–550 yr CE) of what is described as the most severe cooling across the Northern 1365	  

Hemisphere during the last two millennia (Larsen et al., 2008). Despite the limitations 1366	  

derived from the resolution of our records, Mg/Ca-SST stack record may have caught 1367	  

this cooling and that would prove the robustness of our age models. 1368	  

6 Summary and conclusions 1369	  

The review of new core top data of G. bulloides-Mg/Ca ratios from the central-western 1370	  

Mediterranean Sea together with previous published data support a consistent 1371	  

temperature sensitivity for the Mediterranean samples and allows to refine the 1372	  

previously calibrations. The recorded Mg/Ca-SST signal from G. bulloides is 1373	  

interpreted to reflect April–May conditions from the upper 40m layer. In contrast, the 1374	  

Alkenone-SST estimations are interpreted to integrate a more annual averaged signal, 1375	  
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although biased toward the winter months since primary productivity during the 1376	  

summer months in the Mediterranean Sea is extremely low. This more averaged signal 1377	  

of the Alkenone-SST records may explain why they present more smoothed oscillations 1378	  

in comparison to the Mg/Ca-SST records. 1379	  

After the careful construction of a common chronology for the studied 1380	  

multicores, in base to several chronological tools, the individual proxy records have 1381	  

been joined in an anomaly-stacked record to allow a better identification of the more 1382	  

solid patterns and structures. Both Mg/Ca-SST and Alkenone stacks show a consistent 1383	  

cooling trend over the studied period and since the Roman Period maxima this cooling  1384	  

is -1.7 to -2.0°C kyr-1 in the Mg/Ca record and less pronounced in the alkenones record 1385	  

(-1.1°C kyr-1). This cooling trend seems to be consistent with the general lowering in 1386	  

summer insolation. This general cooling trend is punctuated by several SST oscillations 1387	  

at centennial time scale, which represent: maximum SST dominated during most of the 1388	  

Roman Period (RP); a progressive cooling during Dark Middle Ages (DMA); 1389	  

pronounced variability during Medieval Climate Anomaly (MCA) with two intense 1390	  

warming phases reaching warmer SST than during Little Ice Age (LIA); and very 1391	  

unstable and rather cold LIA, with two substages, a first one with larger SST 1392	  

oscillations and warmer average temperatures (LIAa) and a second one with shorter 1393	  

oscillations and colder average SST (LIAb). The described two stages within the LIA 1394	  

are clearer in the Mg/Ca-SST stack than in the Alkenone-SST record. Comparison of 1395	  

Mg/Ca-SST and δ18OSW stacks indicates that warmer intervals have been accompanied 1396	  

by higher Evaporation–Precipitation (E–P) conditions. The E–P balance oscillations 1397	  

over each defined climatic period during the last 2.7 kyr suggest variations in the 1398	  

thermal change and moisture export patterns in the central-western Mediterranean. 1399	  

The comparison of the Minorca SST-stacks with other paleoclimatic records 1400	  
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form Europe suggests a rather heterogonous thermal response along the European 1401	  

continent and surrounding marine regions. Comparison of the new Mediterranean 1402	  

records with the reconstructed variations in Total Solar Irradiance (TSI) does not 1403	  

support a clear connection with this climate forcing. Nevertheless, changes in the North 1404	  

Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) seem to have 1405	  

exerted a more relevant role controlling climate changes in the region. The negative 1406	  

NAO phases appear to correlate mostly with cooling phases in the Mg/Ca-stack, 1407	  

although this connection is complex and apparently clearer during the most intense 1408	  

negative phases. Nevertheless, when the comparison is focussed in the last 1 kyr, when 1409	  

NAO reconstructions are better constrained, a more consistent pattern arises, with cold 1410	  

and particularly fresher δ18OSW values (reduced E–P balance) during negative NAO 1411	  

phases. A picture of enhanced southward transport of European storm tracks during this 1412	  

period would be coherent with the new data and previous reconstructions of storm 1413	  

activity in the GoL. Nevertheless, the SST-stacks seem to present a more tied relation to 1414	  

AMO during the last four centuries (the available period of AMO reconstructions): 1415	  

warm SST dominated during high AMO values. These evidences would support a close 1416	  

connection between Mediterranean and North Atlantic oceanography for the last 2 kyr. 1417	  
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 2093	  
Table 1. Core tops taken into account in the calibration's adjustment. δ18Oc and Mg/Ca 2094	  

have been obtained by means of analyses on G. bulloides (Mg/Ca procedure have been 2095	  

performed without reductive step). 2096	  

 2097	  

 2098	  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Core Location Latitude Longitude 
Mg/Ca 

(mmol mol-1) 

δ18Oc 

(VPDB‰) 

TR4-157 Balearic Abyssal Plain 40° 30.00' N 4° 55.76' E 3.36 0.53 

ALB1 Alboran Sea (WMed) 36° 14.31' N 4° 15.52' W 3.20 0.80 

ALBT1 Alboran Sea (WMed) 36° 22.05' N 4° 18.14' W 3.44 0.65 

ALBT2 Alboran Sea (EMed) 36° 06.09' N 3° 02.41' W 3.63 0.57 

ALBT4 Alboran Sea (EMed) 36° 39.63' N 1° 32.35' W 3.72 0.93 

ALBT5 Alboran Sea (EMed) 36° 13.60' N 1° 35.97' W 3.38 0.64 
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	  1	  

 2	  

Figure 1. Location of the studied area. (a) Central-western Mediterranean Sea: cores MIN 3	  

and MR3 effect of this study (red dots) with relevant features of surface (NC: Northern 4	  

Current) and deep water circulation (WMDW: Western Mediterranean Deep Water). (b) 5	  

Cores used in age-models development from the Tyrrhenian Sea (green triangles) (Lirer et 6	  

al., 2013) and cores used in Mg/Ca-SST calibration from the Western Mediterranean 7	  

Basin (blue squares). 8	  
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 2	  

 Figure 2.  (a) Exponential function and correlation obtained between δ18Oc temperatures 3	  

and Mg/Ca for western Mediterranean Sea. Dashed lines show the 1σ confidence limits of 4	  

the curve fit. The standard error of our temperature calibration taking into account each 5	  

δ18Oc -temperatures from core tops (Table 1) is ± 0.6°C. Error of temperature estimates 6	  

based on our G.bulloides calibration for the Western Mediterranean is ± 1.4°C. These 7	  

uncertainties are higher but still in the range than ± 0.6°C obtained for the Atlantic Ocean 8	  

in Elderfield and Ganssen (2000) and also 1.1°C in the same sp. culture data (Lea et al., 9	  

1999). (b) April (red) and May (black) temperature profiles of the first 200 m measured 10	  

during years 1945-2000 in stations corresponding to the studied core tops (MEDAR 11	  

GROUP, 2002). In grey is shown the δ18Oc average temperature of all cores. 12	  
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 2	  

 Figure 3. SST obtained by means of analysis of Mg/Ca for cores: (a) MR3.1B, (b) 3	  

MR3.1A, (c) MR3.3, (d) MIN2 and (e) MIN1. Grey-scales integrate uncertainties of 4	  

average values represent 1σ; of absolute values include analytical precision and 5	  

reproducibility and also uncertainties derived G. bulloides core top calibrations for the 6	  

central-western Mediterranean Sea developed in this paper. (f) All individual SST 7	  

anomalies on their respective time step (MR3.1B: orange, MR3.1A: purple, MR3.3: green, 8	  

MIN2: blue and MIN1: black dots). (g) 20 yr cm-1 stacked temperature anomaly (red plot) 9	  

with its 2σ uncertainty (grey band). The 80 yr cm-1 (grey plot) and the 100 yr cm-1 (black 10	  

plot) stacks are also shown. Triangles represent to 14C dates (black) and biostratigraphical 11	  

dates based on planktonic foraminifera (blue) and they are shown below the corresponding 12	  

core and with their associated 2σ errors. 13	  
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 2	  

Figure 4. Oxygen isotope measured on carbonates shells of G. bulloides (δ18Oc VPDB‰, 3	  

in black) and their derived δ18OSW (purple) for cores: (a) MR3.1B, (b) MR3.1A, (c) 4	  

MR3.3 (d) MIN2 and (e) MIN1. (f) Individual δ18Oc (VPDB‰) anomalies on their 5	  

respective time step. (g) Both respective anomaly stacked records and the equivalence 6	  

between δ18OSW (SMOW‰) and salinity, calculated according to Pierre (1999). It is 7	  

estimated that the rise of one unit of δ18OSW would amount to an enhancement of 4 8	  

practical salinity units. 9	  
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Figure 5. Alkenone temperature records from Minorca (this study) for cores: (a) MR3.3, 3	  

(b) MIN2 and (c) MIN1. Triangles represent to 14C dates (black) and biostratigraphical 4	  

dates based on planktonic foraminifera (blue) and they are shown below the corresponding 5	  

core and with their associated 2σ errors. (d) All individual alkenone derived SST 6	  

anomalies on their respective time step (MR3.3: green, MIN2: blue and MIN1: black 7	  

dots); (e) 20 yr cm-1 stacked temperature anomaly (orange plot). The 80 yr cm-1 (grey plot) 8	  

and the 100 yr cm-1 (black plot) stacks are also shown.  9	  
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 2	  

 Figure 6. Temperature and isotope anomaly records from Minorca (this study) and data 3	  

from another regions. (a) δ18Oc (VPDB‰) and δ18OSW (SMOW‰) Minorca stacks, (b) 4	  

Alkenone-SST anomaly Minorca stack, (c) Mg/Ca-SST anomaly Minorca stack, (d) warm 5	  

and cold phases and δ18OG.ruber recorded by planktonic foraminifera from the southern 6	  

Tyrrhenian composite core, respectively and RCI to RCIV showing roman cold periods 7	  

(Lirer et al., 2014), (e) 30-year averages of the PAGES 2k Network (2013) Europe 8	  

anomaly Temperature reconstruction, (f) Greenland snow surface temperature (Kobashi et 9	  

al., 2011) and (g) Central Europe Summer anomaly temperature reconstruction in Central 10	  

Europe (Büntgen et al., 2011). 11	  
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Figure 7. Temperature and isotope anomaly records from Minorca (this study) and data 3	  

from another regions and with external forcings: (a) Total Solar Irradiance (Steinhilber et 4	  

al., 2009, 2012), (b) δ18OSW Minorca stacks, (c) Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) 5	  

(Gray et al., 2004), (d) North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) reconstructions (Olsen et al., 6	  

2012, Trouet et al., 2009, and for the last millennium: Ortega et al., 2015), (e) Mg/Ca-SST 7	  

anomaly Minorca stack, (f) Summer Insolation at 40 °N (Laskar et al., 2004), g) 8	  

Alkenone-SST anomaly Minorca stack and (h) Paleostorm activity in the Gulf of Lions 9	  

(Sabatier et al., 2012). 10	  
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 1	  
 Figure 8. δ18OSW Minorca stack (SMOW‰) during the last millennium (age is expressed 2	  

in years Common Era) plotted with (a) NAO reconstruction (Ortega et al., 2015) and (b) 3	  

Paleostorm activity in the Gulf of Lion (Sabatier et al., 2012). Notice that the NAO axis is 4	  

on descending scale. Grey vertical bars represent negative NAO phases. 5	  
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 1	  
Figure 9. Mg/Ca-SST and Alkenone-SST Minorca anomaly stacks during the last 2	  

centuries plotted with AMO reconstruction (Gray et al., 2004). 3	  
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